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Theorem. Suppose Eis a real Banach space, and cp is a continuously

Frechet differentiable real valued function defined on E. Assume that

for some c in R there is a «o in <£_1(c) such that |(wo|| ̂ ||k[| for all u in

</>_1(c).  Then \ d}'(u0) -Uo\ —\\cf>'(uo)\\ \\Uo\\.

Proof. We may assume that w0 and d>'(uo) are not zero. Let

K = Ker d>'(uo). It will first be shown that kEK implies ||m0 + &||

= llMo||.
Choose uiEE with qb'(uo)-iii=l and let £2 = span{Mi}. Then

E = KXEi and any m££ can be written u= (y, au/) where yEK and

a=4>'(u0) -u. Let u0=(yo, aoUi). Since 4>'(uo)^0 we may apply the

implicit function theorem (see [2]) to obtain a Cl-lunction g: Ui-—>R

where £7 is a convex open neighborhood of zero in K and g satisfies

g(0)=0, g'(0)=0 and

4>(yo + h, a0Ui + g(h)ui) = c       for all h E E7-

Let B= {uEE: \\u\\<\\uo\\}. By assumption tp^^C^B =0. As-
suming (uo+K)f~\B^0 we will obtain a contradiction. Suppose there

is a kEK with ||mo + &|| <||mo]|. We may assume that kEUi and

g(tk)>0 lor 0<t^l. Then for some .? with 0<s<l we have that

(yo+k, a0Ui + sg(k))EB. Since B is convex (yo+ak, aotii+osg(k))EB

for 0<o-^l so g(o-k)^o-sg(k) for 0<o-^l. Therefore (g(ak) -g(0))/o-

~^asg(h)/a = sg(k) ?±0. In other words g'(0) -k^O and this is a contra-

diction.

Therefore ||wo + &|| =||mo|| for all kEK, and it follows that u0EK

and ||aM0 + &|| £=||aw<>|| ^or a" aER and kEK. Let e>0 and choose

vEE with ||z>||=l and \{b'(u0) -v\ ^\\ip'(uo)\\ — t. Then v = au0 + k,

kEK and we have that 1=| a«o + fe|| ̂  |a| ||«o||. Hence ||</>'(w0)j( — e

^ \{f>'(u0) -v\ = \ip'(uo) -auo\ ^ 4>'(uo) -«o| /||«o||, so |J0'(mo)|| ||mo||

— e||wo|| ^ \4>'(uo) -Uo\. Since « is arbitrary ||$'(w0)|| ||m0|| ^ \d}'(u0) -Wo|.

The reverse inequality is trivial, so the proof is complete.

Corollary 1. Let tp, E, and it0 be as in the theorem. Suppose £ = F*

where F is separable and 4>(un)—xp(uo) whenever un-x—*Uo-x for all

xEE. Then in addition to the above conclusion it follows that 4>'(u0)EF.
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Proof. <p'(uQ)EF** and to show that <p'(u0)EF it is sufficient to

show that (p'iuo) -un—»0 whenever w„-x—>0 for all xEF. Assuming

this is false we can find a sequence {v„}EF* with ||»„||=1 and

^'(mo)-^! >7>0 for all n and some7>0. Let

an = max{ | <p(uo + tv„) — <b(uo) \ : 0 ^ t ^ l).

Then a„—>0 and we have that | (<p(uo+Bnv„)— <p(uo))/8„\ ^an/8„-+0

where 8n=ct„/2. However

| <b(u0 + v) - <p(uo) - <j>'(ua)-v | /||»|| -> 0        as ||»|| -» 0

so that | ((<p(uo+BnVn) —<t>(ua)) /BH) — (cp' (uo) -Vn)\->0 as w—>oo giving

that \<p'(ua) -vn\ —>0 which is a contradiction.

Corollary 2. Assume the hypothesis of the above corollary and sup-

pose that F = L1[0, l] so F* = Lm[0, l]. Then uaELx, <p'(uo)ELl and

we have that u0(t) = ±||mo|| sgn <p'(u0)(t) almost everywhere where

<p'(u0)(t)^0. In particular, if <p'(uo)(i)9^0 almost everywhere, u0 is a

"bang-bang" type solution which often occurs in control theory.

Remarks, (a) The conclusion above may be phrased in another

way. Namely, </>'(wo)/||</>'(mo)|| is a support functional to the unit

sphere in E at the point +«o||wo||. If the norm A(m)=||m|| is dif-

ferentiable (except at zero) then support functionals are unique and

it follows that N'(uo)= +4>'(uo). In this case the above theorem re-

duces to the Lagrange method of multiplier result.

(b) Corollary 2 is proved in [3, pp. 302-311], for a special class of

constraints <p. The result there suggested the above theorem. In [3]

the argument is basically the following: First extend <p to Lp[0, l],

(1 <p< oo). Then, since the norm in Lp is differentiable, a Lagrange

multiplier argument applies to give a solution up. ua is obtained by

letting p—> oo.

The norm in Z.00 [0, 1 ] is nowhere differentiable, and in fact cannot

be approximated by a differentiable function [l]. Therefore in using

a Lagrange multiplier argument in [3], the indirect approach via Lp

was essential.
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